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Q3 Market Review
Q4 2021

US equities reached new highs
again in August, supported by
dovish comments from the Fed
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Asian equities were weighed down
by China's announcement of tighter
regulation for the education sector as
well as Chinese property worries
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•
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• Market worries over the outcome of
the Federal Reserve’s annual
Jackson Hole symposium were
allayed by Chair Jerome Powell. His
comments were consistent with
expectations that tapering could
begin this year, but were broadly
perceived as dovish. The boost to
sentiment overshadowed worries
over Hurricane Ida and the Covid-19
Delta variant.
• On 30 August, the S&P 500 index
notched its 53th record close in
2021.

•

A crackdown by Chinese authorities
on technology and education
companies prompted a sharp sell-off
in July.
Asian shares also fell on growing
concern about China’s crackdown on
the real-estate sector, as well as the
risk of contagion from the debt crisis
at developer Evergrande.

Source: Bloomberg L.P., as of 21 September 2021. Returns for Europe and Japan are in local currency.
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Core Themes & Unstoppable Trends
Q4 2021

BENEFITING FROM MARKET
NORMALIZATION
Citi analysts believe that
certain COVID-19 cyclical
sectors such as travel
and hospitality, may
recover only when the
global economy reopens.
At some point in 2022,
Citi analysts expect a
more traditional
expansion/ mid-cycle
conditions and have
begun preparing for it.
NAVIGATING LOW RATES
The Fed tapering is
likely to be gradual,
leading to higher
short-term rates by
the end of 2022.
Accordingly, Citi
analysts maintain
expectations that the
10y UST rate may
reach 1.5-2% in 2021,
possibly moving
higher depending on
the path of long-term
inflation. This means
that cash remains an
unattractive option.

UNSTOPPABLE TRENDS
Unstoppable trends are major, multi-year phenomena that have the
potential to transform the world, with far-reaching implications for
portfolios. Citi analysts believe that these forces persist throughout
economic cycles, and may provide resilient growth potential.
NEW ENERGY/ GREENING
AND SOONER

As COVID-19 retreats, Citi
analysts reiterate the
importance of greening the
world Governments in the
EU, China and US are poised
to spend heavily on green
infrastructure. Citi analysts
expect more progress for
renewables, energy
efficiency, and related
investments.
RISE OF ASIA/ POSITION FOR USCHINA POLARIZATION

Citi analysts believe the
continued shift in economic
power towards Asia to be an
unstoppable trend. Potential
beneficiaries include US and
China producers of
semiconductors, satellites,
software, renewable energy
and commodities as well as
Southeast Asia.

DIGITAL DISRUPTION/
DEEPENING DIGITIZATION

COVID-19 restrictions have
accelerated digitization in
many areas. Citi analysts
believe this trend may
persist even after the world
returns to normal. "The
age of hyper-connectivity"
could benefit areas such as
5G, cybersecurity, ecommerce, online gaming,
FinTech and cybersecurity.
INCREASING LONGEVITY/ EXTENDING
HEALTHCARE’S FRONTIERS

COVID-19 has driven
progress across the
healthcare industry. Citi
analysts believe this may
transform the development
and of new treatments and
technologies after the
pandemic. Such
breakthroughs are more
important as the world’s
population ages.
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Macro Forecasts
Q4 2021

5.8%

2022 Global
GDP forecast

4.3%

2020 US GDP
forecast

2021 US GDP
forecast

2022 US GDP
forecast

-3.4%

6.0%

3.6%

2020 China
GDP forecast

2021 China
GDP forecast

2022 China
GDP forecast

2.3%

8.7%

5.5%

2020

2021

2.8%

-3.5%

2021 Global
GDP forecast

3.1%

Positive earnings
revisions should
support global
equities in 2H21.
.

2020 Global
GDP forecast

Fed tapering expected
in end 2021
2.0%

Global economic rebound expected in 2021
and 2022 after 2020 contraction

2022

Global inflation was 2.0% in
2020, with forecasts of 3.1% in
2021 and 2.8% in 2022.
Citi analysts expect Fed to taper
asset purchases in end 2021.

Source: Citi. As of 18 August 2021.

Earnings growth

Valuations stretched

The bottom-up analyst consensus expects a 39% global EPS
growth this year, up from 26% forecast at the start of the year. The
prediction for 2022 growth is 10% growth.

The MSCI AC World currently
trades on 19x 12m fwd 2021 EPS,
well above the long-term median
of 15x. Forward PEs are lowest
in the UK (13x) and EM (14x).
They are highest in the US (22x).
Europe x UK trades on 18x and
Japan on 16x. Valuations are
vulnerable to monetary
tightening.

Source: Citi. As of 6 July 2021.
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Macro Environment
Q4 2021

Surge of COVID-19 delta variant may set back timeframe for recovery
Share of Population with at Least 1
Vaccine Dose by Country

New COVID-19 Infections: US vs UK

Citi analysts believe the
delta variant wave of
global COVID-19 infections
is likely to slow the pace of
global reopening rather
than representing a shock
to the global economy.

Source: Citi. As of 23 July 2021.

• For the first time since the rollout of effective vaccines in the winter of 2020, Citi analysts see a
significant setback in the path to ending the global pandemic.
• What has elevated Citi’s concerns has been the spread of the more infectious Delta variant in the
second most vaccinated major economy, the UK. This suggests another summer wave of COVID-19
spread across the world, with negative effects within nations that now believe pandemic is behind
them.
• Notably, with the delta variant more contagious but no more severe than earlier variants, this
suggests a severe but short-term setback. Confirmed new infections climbed by about 18 million in
India in April and May. New infections then quickly waned, despite comparatively little progress on
vaccinations.
• The infectious “Delta variant” is changing the dynamics of the pandemic and the contours of the
global recovery. In Citi’s view, to “Reconnect the World” and achieve a full, global economic
recovery, the spread of COVID-19 will have to be better controlled. However, this is unlikely before
year end
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Macro Environment
Q4 2021

Central Banks remain accommodative
Market implied Fed funds in two years

Rising ECB balance sheet

The Federal Reserve
appears willing to
tolerate higher
inflation to maintain
above trend growth.
This is likely to
continue supporting
the markets.
.
Source: Citi. As of 8 July 2021.

Source: Citi. As of 21 July 2021.

US: The Federal Reserve left
the Fed Funds Target Rate (00.25%) unchanged in July, as
expected

• Following the weaker than expected headline US August jobs report, the Federal Reserve is likely to
announce a gradual tapering of its monthly securities purchases in November, leading to higher shortterm rates by the end of 2022. Accordingly, Citi analysts are maintaining expectations that the 10y UST
rate will likely trade in a 1.5-2% in 2021, with some possibility of rates moving higher over time
depending on the path of long-term inflation.
• Even if the Fed starts to taper its asset purchases in late 2021, it will still be buying bonds into 2022
and rates will still be below on an historical basis for the remainder of this recovery. Monetary policy
will remain generally accommodative.

Europe: ECB remains
accommodative

• The European Central Bank revised its forward guidance on interest rates to underline its commitment
on maintaining accommodative stance to meet its 2% inflation target.
• The ECB left rates unchanged, with its deposit rate at -0.5%, its marginal rate at 0.25%, and its
refinancing rate at 0.0%.
• The ECB will continue with its Pandemic Emergency Purchase Programme (PEPP). There are no
changes to the programme’s size of €1.85 trillion and the ECB reaffirmed that this quarter will continue
seeing a higher pace of PEPP purchases compared to the first months of 2021.
• The ECB has no current plans to phase out the PEPP, at least before March 2022. Maturing PEPP
bonds will be reinvested at least through the end of 2023.
• Net purchases of the regular Asset Purchase Programme (APP) will remain at €20 billion per month,
for as long as necessary and may not end before rates start to rise.
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Investment Strategy
Q4 2021

Benefiting from Market Normalization and Shifting to Quality: Adding
weights to US Large Cap, bias in Healthcare
S&P 500 earnings yield vs US bond yields

S&P 500 Health Care vs IT Valuations

Citi analysts prefer high
quality investments such as
US large caps given high
profitability, moderate levels
of leverage, stable earnings,
and a solid track record of
dividend growth.

Source: Citi. As of 23 July 2021.

• Certain sectors and markets still offer potential to benefit in the post COVID-19 rebound market
normalization but the range and scope of opportunities is narrowing given the run up with. For
example, while “COVID-19 cyclical” services including travel and hospitality sectors can benefit, cyclical
manufacturing firms and consumer goods producers have already rebounded.
• As such, Citi analysts have started increasing quality and position for mid cycle conditions. Citi
analysts favor exposure both to assets that still have untapped recovery potential and to reasonably
valued long-term growth assets.
• As part of this broader shift to quality, Citi analysts increased allocations to US large caps, which
now offset our underweight to riskier and more highly leveraged US small and mid-caps.
• While S&P 500 absolute valuations as measured by P/E ratios are not cheap on a historical basis,
when compared to the alternatives across other traditional asset classes (i.e. high quality US bonds)
valuations are still trading at average levels. More importantly, Citi analysts have concentrated a
significant portion of our US bias within the health care sector, which still trades at a deep discount
to other compelling growth equities and is also more defensive.
• In addition, Citi analysts believe US large caps have largely earned a better valuation relative to
other regions like Europe. US dividends compounded at a 6% growth rate, while Europe has
delivered just 3% since 2002.
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Investment Strategy
Q4 2021

Navigating Low Rates: Learning to appreciate dividend equities again
Most investors undervalue
dividends and the role they
play in determining total
investor returns. 52% of the
total return in the S&P 500
has been earned by receiving
and reinvesting dividends,
even over the techdomination of the past three
decades.

US Dividend Aristocrats vs S&P 500
Total Return

Dividend index performance during periods of
rising and falling real interest rates

Source: Citi. As of 11 July 2021.
*S&P Dividend Aristocrats Index identifies companies that have consistently grown dividend payouts for at least 25 consecutive years

Focus on Dividend Growth
not High Dividend Yield

• Companies that are able to consistently grow dividends tend to outperform those delivering
unsustainable payouts. There is a demonstrable, significant performance gap between companies
that grow their dividend consistently versus those that cut or suspend their dividends.
• Over the last 47 years, this outperformance of dividend growers relative to dividend “cutters” is
over 3% per year, with 30% lower volatility. Growth in dividends is consistent with management
activities that are focused on the long-term health and competitive position of these companies.
• Using the Dow Jones Select Dividend index (the top 20% of dividend yielders in the S&P 500) as a
proxy, Citi analysts note that this index has underperformed the broader market by 2% per year
over the past 16+ years. As it turns out, their payout ratios of around 82% of annual net income on
average don’t allow for dividend growth. Thus, when the business environment changes, the top
dividend yielders are often the first to make dividend cuts. This leads to lower total returns and more
volatility, too.
• Citi analysts also point out that dividend growth strategies have outperformed high dividend yield
strategies in both rising and falling real interest rate environments.
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Investment Strategy
Q4 2021

Unstoppable Trends: Making Sense of the China Selloff
China Equity Forward P/E vs New Credit as % of GDP

China vs US Tech

Citi analysts remain convinced
that China’s consumption and
technological development
could still offer attractive
returns in the long term.

Source: Citi. As of 23 July 2021.

• Citi analysts believe we are nearing a turning point in the Chinese credit cycle, as policymakers shift from
tightening to easing. Domestically-listed shares in sectors like financials and industrials stand to benefit
directly from recent moves to expand credit and boost the domestic economy.
• Meanwhile, while tech regulation concerns could linger for some time, Citi analysts believe that the
establishment of a regulatory framework to establish guardrails around monopolistic behavior, FinTech,
and use of data may entrench current leaders in these areas and could actually provide needed clarity for
management teams over the medium term.
• With that said, Citi’s view on China comes with two important caveats. First, Citi analysts believe the
levels of growth enjoyed by early leaders in Chinese e-commerce, digital media, and FinTech are unlikely
to be sustainable going forward. This is not necessarily bearish, as we have seen revenue growth slow in
US big tech in recent years as their businesses mature and their products saturate the global market. But
despite a lot of similarities between US and Chinese tech giants, the returns in Chinese tech have
significantly lagged their US counterparts since 2018. In addition, areas like clean energy within China are
still at an earlier point in their growth cycle and enjoy heavy government support, which should enable
these firms to deliver significant growth in the years ahead as decarbonization and electrification are only
just taking off in China.
• Second, Citi analysts urge some caution in investing in US-listed American Depository Receipts
(ADRs).Both the US and Chinese governments have signaled concern around the current structure of US
listings of Chinese companies. Citi analysts instead prefer mainland (A-Shares) and Hong Kong (H-Shares)
listed names, which face much less regulatory scrutiny. Most of the major US ADRs have already set up
dual listings in Hong Kong as well.
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Investment Strategy
Q4 2021

Unstoppable Trends: Greening and Sooner
Prefer companies that
are reducing carbon
footprint, cutting
emissions across supply
chains and embedding
innovative sustainability
frameworks.

Global ESG AUM Growth

Source: Citi. As of 22 July 2021

Renewable Energy Consumption
Forecasts Keep Increasing

Source: Citi. As of 27 June 2021

• ESG investing has gained huge traction over the last couple of years. Global Equity ESG assets under
management have grown from US$0.4tr in 2011 to US$1.0tr in 2018 and have more than doubled in the last 2
years to US$2.5tr by 1Q21. Flows into ESG are accelerating as well; 2020 was a record year with more than
2.5x the flows of 2019, and 1Q21 is at twice the 2020 rate inflows.
• Global issuance of sustainable debt soared in 2020 and seems to be an increasingly useful tool for companies
looking to raise capital to finance the transition or development of new technologies to facilitate one.
• Given the early stage for much of the greening theme, whether in new energy, desalination, EV’s or
electrification, there are likely to be many firms with big ideas that raise money, and yet never actually
succeed at bringing a product to market. While EVs have received the most attention, especially in the special
purpose acquisition companies (SPAC) market, technology around carbon capture, utilization and storage
(CCUS), green hydrogen, and sustainable agriculture have been on the rise and have cheapened along with
broader growth equities this year.
• More investors are scrutinizing companies’ performance in relation to ESG issues. They are showing an
increasing preference in companies that are reducing their carbon footprint, cutting emissions across supply
chains and embedding innovative sustainability frameworks. Not only are investors seeking evidence of
climate risk mitigation in their investments, many are also seeking investment growth opportunities around
the creation of technology and infrastructure to enable the achievement of net zero emissions.
• In Citi’s view, it is clear that companies which identify and implement innovative solutions to achieve net zero
may be favored by investors. Citi analysts also believe those that do not could be left behind.
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Portfolio Positioning
Q4 2021

Asset Class

Citi’s Global Investment
Committee
(GIC) remained Overweight
in Equities, and Underweight
in Bonds while reducing REITs
from Overweight to Neutral.
Gold Remains Neutral and
Cash remains Underweight.

WEIGHT

Fixed Income

UNDERWEIGHT

Equities

OVERWEIGHT

Global Investment Grade

UNDERWEIGHT

US

OVERWEIGHT

UNDERWEIGHT

Europe

OVERWEIGHT

• Global Sovereign
• Corporate Investment Grade

NEUTRAL

Japan

NEUTRAL

Global High-Yield

OVERWEIGHT

Asia ex Japan

OVERWEIGHT

APAC ex Japan / EM

OVERWEIGHT

Emerging ex Asia

OVERWEIGHT

• Emerging EMEA
REITs
Cash

NEUTRAL
UNDERWEIGHT

• Emerging Latin America
Commodities

UNDERWEIGHT
NEUTRAL
NEUTRAL

Source: Citi GIC Asset Allocation. As of August 2021.

Remained Overweight in Equities
• The GIC upgraded US large cap equities given that they show sustainable growth even at a higher-than average
valuation. US dividend growth has compounded at 6% over the past 20 years vs 3% in Europe, explaining the
large valuation gap between the two regions. The US large cap overweight offsets the underweight in SMID.
• The GIC added weights to China. Since the GIC lowered weighting in China in January, China's equities have
underperformed the global equity market by 23 percentage points. The GIC believes this has been driven by
credit tightening measures and regulatory changes that are becoming either fully embedded in valuations or are
set to reverse. The growth slowdown and credit market disruptions in China can be traced to deliberate policy
actions that China may conclude. China equities trade at 14X trailing earnings, with local tech shares having
fallen far more than US shares. The recent stronger credit trend and cut to reserve ratio requirements typically
reflect a broader change in macro-economic policy away from growth restraint.
• The GIC eliminated overweight in Latin American equities. Brazil has returned 63% in USD terms since adding an
overweight in April 2020. The composition of LatAm's markets - with a heavy skew to energy and other commodities
- typically shows slow, volatile growth after large cyclical rebounds. While the GIC believes near-term US monetary
policy developments support the region, this may gradually move to a less accommodative posture in coming years.

Reduced REITs from Overweight to Neutral
• The GIC does not expect negative returns for REITs, but yields of 3% may represent the larger part of return.
• A dispersion of performance between urban commercial real estate and ex urban housing should remain, with
both unlikely to outperform global equities at the same time. Growth opportunities in e-commerce, technology
and healthcare real estate assets are notable, but these are not representative of global real estate as a whole.
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Model Portfolio Performance
Q4 2021

Citi’s moderate model portfolio with benchmarks returned 10.34% p.a.
over the last 5 years and 12.48% p.a. with Premier funds.

5-year Sharpe Ratio

1.2
Asia Pacific
Equities

1.0

Model Portfolio
Moderate

Model Portfolio
Moderate with
Premier Funds

US Equities

European
Equities

0.8

0.6
Global Investment
Grade Bonds

0.4

0.2

Source: Morningstar. In USD as of end August 2021. *Tactical Moderate Model Portfolio consists of 22% Global Investment Grade Bonds,
4% Global High Yield Bonds, 11% Asia/EM Bonds, 32% US Equities, 8% European Equities, 4% Japanese Equities, 17% Asia ex Japan
Equities and 2% Cash.

GIC Global Performance and Key Calls of the Last 12 Months
Q4 2021
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Key calls contributing to tactical performance vs benchmark in last 12 months

• 12-month absolute performance for a moderate portfolio: +21.5% vs benchmark +18.0%
• Tactical outperformance: 12-months 342 bps, 3-years 486 bps, 5-years 587 bps, 10-years 1088 bps

Positives (Advice that worked)
•

Global Small/Mid Caps: +78 bps (added overweight April 2020,
now underweight)

•

Emerging Asia and Latam: +74 bps (added overweight April
2020, now reduced)

Detractors (Advice that didn’t)
Gold: -21 bps (eliminated overweight March 2021, overweight August 2019)

GIC Tactical Outperformance / Underperformance, Cumulative
14.0%
12.0%

•

Global REITS (equity and mortgage): +86 bps (added
overweight June 2020, now reduced)

10.0%
8.0%
6.0%

•

Global Healthcare Thematic: +58 bps (added overweight
January 2021, increased)

4.0%

Treasury Inflation Protected Securities: +14 bps (added to
overweight March 2021)

-2.0%
05/10 11/10 05/11 11/11 05/12 11/12 05/13 11/13 05/14 11/14 05/15 11/15 05/16 11/16 05/17 11/17 05/18 11/18 05/19 11/19 05/20 11/20 05/21

2.0%
0.0%

•

Source: Citi as of August 31, 2021

Citi Global Wealth Theme-Linked Equity Performance
Benefiting from Market Normalization:
Unstoppable Trends
New Energy/Greening and Sooner:
Digital Disruption/Deepening Digitization:
Rise of Asia/Position for US-China polarization:

Leave Your Home Basket: +44%
Clean Energy: +39%
Fintech: +32%
Cyber Security: +38%
5G: +14%
MSCI China: -6%
MSCI ASEAN: +14%
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Key Risks
Q4 2021

Inflation appears to be peaking
US inflation breakeven rate curve

Inflationary pressures are
likely associated with
major distortions from
COVID-19.
However, there are signs
that inflation may recede,
alleviating concerns that
interest rates may increase
at a faster pace.

Source: Citi. As of 15 August 2021.

• Inflation remained elevated in July with consumer prices (CPI) 5.4% higher than a year prior. June’s
readings were tied with the highest increases since 2008. Core CPI was up 4.3%, excluding food and
energy. This is after the initial Spring inflation caused by people leaving home after receiving COVID19 vaccinations, record cumulative fiscal emergency relief and a surge in business re-openings.
• While overall inflation has yet to recede, there are numerous signs that it will. After lumber and
copper prices peaked on May 7 and May 11 respectively, expectations of inflation embedded in 10-year
Treasury Inflation Protected Securities(TIPS) peaked on May 12. Brent crude oil futures peaked on
July 5 and WTI crude futures peaked on July 13. After used vehicle prices rose sharply in April, May,
and June due to a shortage in semiconductors impacting the supply chain of new vehicles, they rose
just 0.2% in July. In addition, we see a slowdown in the fiscal impulse following the infrastructure and
reconciliation bills currently underway.
• In Citi’s view, these are major distortions largely associated with the impact of COVID-19 itself. In all,
Citi analysts expect inflation to average around 3.0% in 2022 and somewhere between 2.0% and
2.5% in the years that follow. Once the pandemic-related effects on supply and demand fade, the
main driver of inflation should be monetary policy, led by a central bank targeting higher personal
consumption expenditure (PCE) inflation between 2.0% and 2.5% over time.
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Key Risks
Q4 2021

China Property: Risks Smaller Relative to Global Ability to Absorb
After Evergrande Default was Priced in,
Spillover to Other High Yield Issuers Broadened
to the Less Leveraged

US Small Caps, Healthcare and Internet Show Deep
Drops Despite No Linkages to China Property

Citi analysts continue to
believe that Chinese
authorities have the ability
and desire to limit
economic weakness.

Source: Citi, as of 20 September 2021

Source: Citi. as of 20 September 2021

• Global financial markets were rocked on Sep 20 with a highly correlated selloff across the world. Global
equities fell about 2.0% with all regions and 10 of 11 sectors negative. The catalyst was the news that Chinese
property developer Evergrande would not make loan payments on Sep 20.
• Evergrande’s bonds have fallen precipitously since May, to about 30% of their par value. Shares have fallen
all year long. However, suspense over a Federal Reserve meeting on Sep 22, the US fiscal drama, and
moderating economic growth have culminated in a round of risk aversion and profit-taking for shorter-term
traders.
• Evergrande has US$14 billion in external bonds, US$9 billion in onshore bonds and US$66 billion in bank
loans, with majority of this borrowing from domestic Chinese banks. The scope of direct financial losses from
an Evergrande default could be easily absorbed by available risk capital and central government resources.
• Evergrande’s woes can be linked directly to Chinese macro policy, including strong restrictions on housing
developers. This weakness can now be seen in a severe erosion of financial conditions for most of the
nation’s property developers, pointing to an economic slump in the sector.
• If Chinese authorities tolerate this level of financial woe for the housing sector without compensating macrolevel easing, it may signal deteriorating overall growth prospects for China, with spillovers to the world
economy.
• The probability seems high that investors may overstate Evergrande’s risk after strong market gains in 2021.
This is partly because of building US policy uncertainties. However, if China acts to contain macroeconomic
fallout and the Fed does not surprise markets with a hawkish policy turn, Citi analysts believe a sharp
rebound in markets could follow a near-term sharp decline.

Key Risks
Q4 2021

OTHER KEY RISKS TO LOOK OUT FOR
Trade relations with the US
China
• While roll-back of tariffs is unlikely at this stage given the bipartisan support in the US on a hardline approach to
China on key tech issues, an increase in tariffs is equally unlikely. Citi analysts continue to see the relationship as
much more stable under Biden than under the previous president.

Keep an eye on
economic and
geopolitical risks
which continue to
linger in the
backdrop.

Russia
• The new US administration under Biden may result in a unity of purpose with the legislative branch of the
government, possibly leading to more geopolitical restrictions on Russia. Russia has, however, enough FX
buffers to manage any related macroeconomic risks, in Citi’s view.

Hong Kong elections
• HK held the Election for Election Subsector on 19th September and will see the Legislative Council
Elections on 19th December. The government continues to seek LegCo approval on various
controversial bills to be passed in the remaining term of LegCo, including the anti-doxxing rules. HK
likely remains an international focus amidst US and China tensions and local political developments.

China’s economic weakness
• Chinese economic momentum continues to lose steam, as a result of policy-induced efforts to limit the flow
of credit to sectors of the economy that Beijing considers to have been overstimulated (real estate,
infrastructure), a continued weakness in household spending due to pandemic-related anxiety, and a
weakness of exports.
• China’s weakness could threaten global commodity prices and create further downside risks for the ‘ex-US’
global economy that is dependent on Chinese import demand.

Europe
Germany elections in September
• The general election marks the end of Chancellor Angela Merkel’s 16-year reign and the beginning of
coalition negotiations to form the next government.
• While the focus will be on the evolution of economic policy, many wonder whether and how Merkel’s successor
will fill her role in managing EU and Eurozone policies, especially in times of crisis.
Afghanistan Crisis
• Europe has no clear response yet to the upcoming Afghan refugee challenge after the Taliban takeover of
Afghanistan. The short-term impact could be in Germany, with the topic likely to be hotly debated in the run-up
to the September 26th general election.
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Wealth Themes
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Strengthen Portfolio Resilience
• Most assets have
recovered sharply from
2020 losses. While some
pockets of distressed
values remain, Citi
analysts believe
opportunities are
diminishing.
• In a period of more
moderate gains, Citi
analysts have shifted
towards more sustainable
returns.

Short-term recovery play
• Global Healthcare including Medical
Technology, Life Sciences and Tools
• Value and Cyclicals such as Travel,
Hospitality
• Undervalued countries including UK
• Southeast Asian, China
Shift to Quality
• US Large Caps

• Citi’s views are that
these trends are longer
term and likely to last for
two decades or more.

Long-term unstoppable trends
• Rise of Asia – EM consumerism
• Increasing longevity – Life science, healthcare tech
• Digital Disruption – 5G, Cyber Security, Fintech, AI,
Data Storage (Big Data), Internet of Things
• New energy - Smart Grids, Solar, Wind, Hydro,
Energy Storage and Efficiency
Greening the World
• Reaching net zero emissions by 2050 is an
enormous task, with approximately $131 trillion of
investment required in renewable energy,
electrification, efficiency and infrastructure.
• While governments play a key role in setting net
zero targets, leadership from industry and
corporations is critical. Approximately 20% of the
largest global companies and 100 nations have set
such targets.

Position for a renewal of the commodity reflation trade/
policy normalization

Elevating Yield
• Fixed income is
vulnerable to inflation
and deliberately
suppressed interest
rates. Citi analysts prefer
to be selective and
favour variable rate loans
and EMD.
• Dividend yielding equities
can offer a buffer against
equity price volatility.

Harness Unstoppable Trends

Bonds – US HY and EMD
• US HY – Citi analysts prefer floating rate loans
as the floating rate component may provide
some price protection during rising interest
rates.
• EMD – USD sovereign and corporate spreads
have tracked DM credit spreads tighter as the
pandemic effect recedes, though valuations
still look relatively attractive when compared to
US corporates. Citi analysts see relative value
within Asia and some areas within Latam.
Dividend plays
• As the global economy recovers, Citi analysts
expect “dividend grower” equities to resume
long-term, lower-volatility outperformance.
Sectors with sustainable dividend growth
include Healthcare, Consumer Staples and
Semiconductors.

• Position for a renewal of
the commodities
reflation trade following
the recent slump
• Position for the
commencement of
policy normalization
within G10 and EM ahead
of the Fed
• Position to fade gains in
Gold as Fed taper (albeit
delayed) and policy
normalization by other
G10 central banks
eventually commences

Position for a renewal of the commodities reflation
trade following the recent slump
• Following the recent selloff in commodities, position
towards greater allocation in commodity-linked FX
and funding with – (1) EUR; (2) CHF; OR (3) JPY.
Position for the commencement of policy normalization
within G10 and EM ahead of the Fed
• Greater allocation to NZD, CAD, GBP and SGD as
their respective central banks look to policy
normalization earlier than the Fed
Position to fade gains in Gold as Fed taper (albeit delayed) and
policy normalization by other G10 central banks commences
• Fade gains in Gold on tactical rallies as Fed
eventually commences taper (albeit delayed) and
other G10 central banks head towards policy
normalization
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Position for the continuation of
the commodity reflation/ risk
recovery

Q4 2021

EXCHANGE RATE

Spot

Dec-21

Mar-22

Jun-22

EXCHANGE RATE

G10

Spot

Dec-21

Mar-22

Jun-22

Asia & EMEA

Euro

EURUSD

1.18

1.19

1.17

1.16

CNY

USDCNY

6.46

6.37

6.33

6.27

Japanese
Yen

USDJPY

110

109

111

112

Indonesian
Rupiah

USDIDR

14253

14239

14498

14691

British
Pound

GBPUSD

1.38

1.41

1.41

1.42

Indian
Rupee

USDINR

73.6

74.0

74.6

75.0

Swiss
Franc

USDCHF

0.92

0.92

0.94

0.96

Korean
Won

USDKRW

1170

1156

1147

1139

Australian
Dollar

AUDUSD

0.74

0.74

0.74

0.73

Malaysian
Ringgit

USDMYR

4.15

4.15

4.17

4.16

New Zealand
Dollar

NZDUSD

0.71

0.71

0.70

0.69

Philippines
Peso

USDPHP

49.9

50.0

50.2

50.4

Canadian
Dollar

USDCAD

1.27

1.25

1.24

1.23

Singapore
Dollar

USDSGD

1.34

1.34

1.33

1.33

Euro Cross

EURJPY

130

130

130

130

Polish
Zloty

USDPLN

3.83

3.84

3.85

3.86

Euro Cross

EURGBP

0.86

0.84

0.83

0.82

Russian
Ruble

USDRUB

73.0

72.7

72.3

72.1

Spot as of 10 September 2021

Important Disclosure
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“Citi analysts” refers to investment professionals within Citi Research (CR) and Citi Global Markets (CGM) and voting members of the Global Investment Committee of Global Wealth
Management.
Citibank N.A. and its affiliates / subsidiaries provide no independent research or analysis in the substance or preparation of this document. Investment products are not available to
US persons and not all products and services are provided by all affiliates or are available at all locations.
This document is for general informational purposes only and is not intended as a recommendation or an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any security, currency,
investment, service or to attract any funds or deposits. Save to the extent provided otherwise in the Terms and Conditions for Accounts and Services or other applicable terms and
conditions, information in this document has been prepared without taking account of the objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular investor. Therefore, investment
products mentioned in this document may not be suitable for all investors. Any person considering an investment should seek independent advice on the suitability or otherwise of a
particular investment. Before making any investment, each investor must obtain the investment offering materials, which include a description of the risks, fees and expenses and the
performance history, if any, which may be considered in connection with making an investment decision. Each investor should carefully consider the risks associated with the
investment and make a determination based upon the investor’s own particular circumstances, that the investment is consistent with the investor’s investment objectives.
In any event, past performance is no guarantee of future results, and future results may not meet our expectations due to a variety of economic, market and other factors. Further,
any projections of potential risk or return are illustrative and should not be taken as limitations of the maximum possible loss or gain. Investments are not deposits or other
obligations of, guaranteed or insured by Citibank N.A., Citigroup Inc., or any of their affiliates or subsidiaries, or by any local government or insurance agency, and are subject to
investment risk, including the possible loss of the principal amount invested. Investors investing in funds denominated in non-local currency should be aware of the risk of exchange
rate fluctuations that may cause a loss of principal.
Neither Citigroup nor its affiliates can accept responsibility for the tax treatment of any investment product, whether or not the investment is purchased by a trust or company
administered by an affiliate of Citigroup. Citigroup assumes that, before making any commitment to invest, the investor and (where applicable, its beneficial owners) have taken
whatever tax, legal or other advice the investor/beneficial owners consider necessary and have arranged to account for any tax lawfully due on the income or gains arising from any
investment product provided by Citigroup. If an investor changes country of residence, citizenship, nationality, or place of work, it is his/her responsibility to understand how his/her
investment transactions are affected by such change and comply with all applicable laws and regulations as and when such becomes applicable.
Although information in this document has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, save to the extent provided otherwise in the Terms and Conditions for Accounts and
Services or other applicable terms and conditions, Citigroup and its affiliates do not guarantee its accuracy or completeness and accept no liability for any direct or consequential
losses arising from its use. Opinions expressed herein may differ from the opinions expressed by other businesses or affiliates of Citigroup, and are not intended to be a forecast of
future events, a guarantee of future results or investment advice, and are subject to change based on market and other conditions. The information contained herein is also not
intended to be an exhaustive discussion of the strategies or concepts.
At any time, Citigroup companies may compensate affiliates and their representatives for providing products and services to clients.
This is not an official statement of Citigroup Inc. and may not reflect all of your investments with or made through Citibank. For an accurate record of your accounts and transactions,
please consult your official statement.
If this document shows information coming from Citi Research, please refer to the attached link: https://www.citivelocity.com/cvr/eppublic/citi_research_disclosures , which contains
the important disclosures regarding companies covered by Citi's Equity Research analysts, and please refer to the attached link:
https://ir.citi.com/PuXs6xELNHAu7UqkjgvWxnihtUeLtAtDxeEh%2B2qaPpPb7uukpx8Qw1vzcuidtMtqgn1BWqJqak8%3D for details on the Citi Research ratings system.
This document may not be reproduced or circulated without Citigroup written authority. The manner of circulation and distribution may be restricted by law or regulation in certain
countries. Persons who come into possession of this document are required to inform themselves of, and to observe such restrictions. Any unauthorized use, duplication, or
disclosure of this document is prohibited by law and may result in prosecution.
This document is distributed in Hong Kong by Citibank (Hong Kong) Limited (“CHKL”). Prices and availability of financial instruments can be subject to change without notice. Certain
high-volatility investments can be subject to sudden and large falls in value that could equal the amount invested.

Important Disclosure on High Yield Bonds
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Unrated or non investment grade Debt Securities typically offer a higher yield than investment grade Debt Securities, but also present greater risks with respect to liquidity, volatility,
and non-payment of principal and interest. As a result of being classified as non investment grade Debt Securities, these Debt Securities present a greater degree of credit risk
relative to many other fixed income Debt Securities.
Higher Credit Risk – Unrated or non investment grade Debt Securities generally have predominantly speculative characteristics with respect to the issuer’s capacity to pay interest
and repay principal. There is greater risk of non-payment of interest and loss of principal. Many issuers of these Debt Securities have experienced substantial difficulties in servicing
their debt obligations, which has led to default and restructurings. The issuers of these Debt Securities generally have to pay a higher rate of interest than investment grade Debt
Securities.
Higher Liquidity and Secondary Market Risk – The markets in which unrated or non investment grade Debt Securities are traded are generally more limited than those in which
investment grade Debt Securities are traded. This lack of liquidity may make it more difficult to resell these Debt Securities and obtain market quotations.
Downgrade Risk – Downgrades in the credit rating of unrated or non investment grade Debt Securities by rating agencies are generally accompanied by declines in the market value
of these Debt Securities. In some circumstances, investors in the unrated or non investment grade Debt Securities market may anticipate such downgrades as a result of these
credits being placed on “credit watch” by rating agencies, causing volatility and speculation of further credit deterioration.
Higher Vulnerability to economic cycles - During economic downturns, unrated or non investment grade Debt Securities are typically more susceptible to price volatility and fall more
in value than investment grade Debt Securities as i) investors may reevaluate holdings in lower-quality bonds in favor of investment-grade corporate Debt Securities; ii) investors
become more risk averse; and iii) default risk rises. This is often referred to a “flight to quality”.
Event Risk – This includes any of a variety of events that can adversely affect the issuer of unrated or non investment grade Debt Securities, and therefore the issuer’s ability to meet
debt service obligations to repay principal and interest to Debt Securities holders. Event risk may pertain to the issuer specifically, the industry or business sector of the issuer, or
generally upon the overall economy. It could have a direct or indirect impact on the issuer and their outstanding debts.

Important Disclosure on RMB
Risk relating to RMB – If you choose RMB as the base currency or the alternate currency, you should also note the following:
RMB is currently not freely convertible through banks in Hong Kong. Due to exchange controls and/or restrictions imposed on the convertibility, utilization or transferability of RMB
(if any) which in turn is affected by, amongst other things, the PRC government's control, there is no guarantee that disruption in the transferability, convertibility or liquidity of RMB
will not occur. There is thus a likelihood that you may not be able to convert RMB received into other freely convertible currencies.
CNH exchange rates and CNY exchange rates are currently quoted in different markets with different exchange rates, whereby their exchange rate movements may not be in the
same direction or magnitude. Therefore, the CNH exchange rate may be different from the CNY exchange rate.

